Job Description: Dishwasher
Reports To: Executive Chef, Sous Chef
Andro’s Rostilj is looking for highly motivated Dishwashers in Campbell, Ca that are willing to learn and
grow within our Organization. We're revolutionizing the way high-end food is prepared and delivered to
corporate clients. We believe that good food should taste amazing and be convenient, diverse, and
healthy. We believe that well fed employees are happy and productive. We are a talented group of chefs
and servers, along with a few business people, who are changing the way companies provide lunch for
their employees.
Primary job responsibilities and duties include, but are not limited to:
- Organize and Wash all dishes up to food safety standards
- Load, Run, and Organize Dish machine
- Properly setup and maintain a 3-Compartment Sink throughout shift
- Maintain appropriate levels of detergent, sanitizer, and other chemicals at all times
- Notify Manager immediately as issues with machine or cleaning products arise
- Fill in for other Dishwasher positions as needed
- Adhere to Company standards and standard food safety practices
- Dress Code, Food Service Safety Standards, Station Cleanliness, Timeliness, Sense of
Urgency, Professional Conduct, Trash removal/Discarded Product/Weighing
Leftovers
- Keep dishes organized, clean , and neat at all times
- Sweeping and Mopping of Floors
- Must be able to remain in a stationary position throughout entire shift
- Must be able to move continuously inside the offices to kitchens and client sites
- Must be able to constantly position self to maintain equipment and supplies
- Other duties as assigned by management
Qualifications:
-

Willingness to learn and grow within the company
Ability to work well under pressure
Current ServSafe or Food Handler certificate
Must be able to lift 50+ lbs throughout the shift
Must be able to remain in a stationary position throughout entire shift
Must be able to move continuously inside the offices to kitchens and client sites
Must be able to constantly position self to maintain equipment and supplies

Skills:
-

Teamwork oriented
Maintains good energy
Professional
Organized
Uses time efficiently
Punctual
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